
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 95, iss. 8, pp. 481 { 485 c 2012 April 25Quantum E�ects for Parametric X-ray Radiation during Channeling:Theory and First Experimental ObservationK.B.Korotchenko1), Yu. L.Pivovarov, Y.Takabayashi+Department of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, National Research Tomsk Polytechnic University, 634050 Tomsk, Russia+SAGA Light Source, 8-7 Yayoigaoka, Tosu, Saga 841-0005, JapanSubmitted 16 March 2012The theory of x-ray radiation from relativistic channeled electrons at the Bragg angles { parametric x-radiation (PXR) during channeling (PXRC) { is developed while accounting for two quantum e�ects: theinitial population of bound states of transverse motion and the transverse \form-factor" of channeled elec-trons. An experiment was conducted using a 255 MeV electron beam from a linac at the SAGA Light Source.We have identi�ed a di�erence in the angular distributions of PXR and PXRC and obtained a fairly goodagreement between the theoretical and experimental results.1. Introduction. Parametric x-radiation from rel-ativistic particles (PXR) arises during penetration ofrelativistically charged particles through a crystal tar-get at large (Bragg) angles with respect to the particlevelocity. As a rule, the trajectory is considered as astraight-line and the velocity vector is constant duringpenetration through the crystal. In this approach, PXRarises as the di�raction of virtual photons associatedwith the electromagnetic �eld of relativistic particles onthe periodically arranged crystallographic planes. If anincident particle (below, we will discuss the case of elec-trons) is captured into a channeling regime, only thecomponent of its momentum parallel to the channelingplane (axis) is constant, while the transverse motion isdescribed by a solution of the classical equation of mo-tion or the Schr�odinger equation using the correspondingcontinuous planar or axial potential. As such, the PXRtheory should be modi�ed to take into account the chan-neling e�ect.From a quantum perspective, if the solutions of theSchr�odinger 1D (planar channeling) or 2D (axial chan-neling) equation are found (i.e., the wave functions ofchanneling states are calculated) and solutions of theMaxwell equations for x-rays in a crystal are known(e.g., in the 2-wave approximation), then the probabil-ities and angular distributions of x-radiation arising atpossible transitions between various quantum channel-ing states can be calculated. Let us denote the initialquantum state of the channeled electron as i and the �nalstate as f . By following the two �rst important theories[1, 2] the following classi�cation of radiative transitionscan be established.1)e-mail: korotchenko@tpu.ru

1. Transitions i ! f (i 6= f) correspond to theso called di�racted channeling radiation (DCR). Forthis case, the possibility of DCR was discussed �rst inRef. [1]. The kinematical theory of DCR was proposedin Refs. [2] and [3]. Later, the dynamical theory of DCRwithin the dipole approximation was developed for thecase of planar channeling in Ref. [4]. In our previous re-ports [5{7], the theory of DCR in the dipole approxima-tion was modi�ed to take into account the band struc-ture of transverse energy levels of channeled electronsand positrons.2. Transitions with i = f correspond to so-calledparametric x-radiation during channeling (PXRC). Thisis a very speci�c case of DCR, which has not been stud-ied in detail to date.If the angle of incidence with respect to the channel-ing planes (axes) is greater than the Lindhard criticalangle �L for channeling, the sub-barrier quantum statesare not populated and the formulae for PXRC transforminto the well known formulae for PXR [4].2. PXRC { general theory. The aim of this Letteris to extend the qualitative consideration of earlier works[1, 2] and develop a more detailed theory of PXRC, andapply this theory to explain the very recent experimentaldata obtained using a 20 �m Si crystal and a 255 MeVelectron beam from an injector linac at the SAGA LightSource (SAGA-LS) in Japan.The matrix element for PXRC was obtained inRef. [4]. This matrix element was modi�ed to take intoaccount the band structure of transverse energy levels ofchanneled electrons and avoid the dipole approximation,and has the form:M (�g)�nn = ie(2�=L)NA��0�mcp(1 +W 2� ) ("g�p)kFnn �� �(pk � p 0k � ~(�� g)k); (1)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012 481



482 K.B.Korotchenko, Yu. L.Pivovarov, Y.Takabayashiwhere n is the number of quantum states, L is the nor-malization length (N = 1 for axial channeling andN = 2for planar channeling), A��0� is the photon wave func-tion, pk and p 0k are the longitudinal electron momen-tum vectors before and after radiation, respectively, gis the reciprocal lattice vector, � = (�; �) is an indexthat indicates the components of the photon polariza-tion vector "g� (if "g� is normal to the plane of vectors(� � g;�) ! �-polarization, and if "g� is tangential tothis plane ! �-polarization), and W� is the so-called\resonance error", which occurs in the many-wave the-ory of x-ray di�raction in a crystal (see for exampleRef. [8]). According to Ref. [8], the value of W� charac-terizes the deviation from the Bragg direction. Here, theindices k and ? denote the longitudinal and transversecomponents of the vector parallel and perpendicular tothe channeling planes and axes, respectively.We will consider PXRC at planar channeling andassume that the channeling planes are parallel to theplaneXZ and electron longitudinal motion occurs alongthe Z-axis, while transverse bound motion (channel-ing) occurs in the Y Z-plane along the Y -axis. Fol-lowing Refs. [1, 4], we introduce the angular coordi-nates �x and �y, which describe the PXRC photonwave vector deviation from the Bragg direction: �x;y == c(� � �B)jx;y!�1B = cux;y!�1B and u = (�x; �y)!B=c(see Fig. 1). Here, !B = cgd=2 sin �B is the x-ray pho-

Fig. 1. Geometry of PXRC formationton frequency that satis�es the Bragg condition, �B == !Bv=v2 + g, v is the vector of longitudinal electronvelocity (see Fig. 1), and gd = 2�=dp and dp are the dis-tances between the di�raction planes. Using the matrixelement (1) and performing standard calculations sim-ilar to those in Ref. [4], the following formula can bederived for the PXRC angular distribution emitted byelectrons captured into a quantum state n:dNnPXRC = d3Nnnd�xd�ydz = dNPXR jFnnj2 ; (2)

where dNPXR is the typical PXR angular distributiondNPXR = �!B16�c sin2 �B  �2x1 +W 2� + �2y1 +W 2� ! ; (3)and Fnn is the form factor [4], which in the case of planarchanneling can be expressed asjFnnj2 = ����� d=2Z�d=2 ��n(y) exp(�i!B�yy=c)�n(y)dy�����2: (4)Here, �n(y) is the wave function for planar channeledelectrons and d is the distance between the channelingplanes, � = e2=~c, and according to Ref. [4],W� = 12 j�gjP�  R� j�gj2 P 2�R ! ;R = �2x + �2y + �2kin; �2kin = �2 + j�0j ;P� = cos 2�B ; P� = 1; � = (�; �); (5)where  = Ek=mc2 is the relativistic factor of an elec-tron, �0 and �g are the Fourier components of the crystalelectric susceptibility.Thus, Eq. (2) di�ers from the known formula for theangular distribution of PXR only by the form factor Fnn.The authors of Ref. [4] neglected Fnn in further numeri-cal calculations. We have decided to conduct a detailedinvestigation of the possible inuence of the form factorFnn on the PXRC angular distribution.According to formula (4), jFnnj2 � 1 and jFnnj2 � 1if either �y = 0 or in the dipole approximation, whenexp(�i!B�yy=c) ! 1. Therefore, the PXRC intensityis always smaller than that of PXR. Furthermore, theangular distribution in the �y direction is expected tobe di�erent than that for PXR.For planar channeled electrons, the longitudinal en-ergy Ek is much higher than the electron transverse en-ergy E?, i.e. Ek � E?. The transverse motion of arelativistic electron in the state i can therefore be de-scribed by the wave function solution of the Schr�odingerequation with relativistic mass m [9]:" p̂2y2m + U(y)#�n(y) = En?�n(y); (6)where U(y) is the periodic potential of the crystallo-graphic planes.Let us introduce the relative di�erence �n betweenthe PXR angular distribution and that of PXRC emittedby an electron captured into a quantum state n:�n = [dNPXR � dNnPXRCPn(��)]=dNPXR: (7)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012



Quantum E�ects for Parametric X-ray : : : 483Here, Pn(��) is the probability of an electron being cap-tured into a sub-barrier level n (initial population of then-th energy level), which is de�ned by:Pn(��) = 1d ������� d=2Z�d=2 exp(iky��y)�n(y)dy�������2 ; (8)where d is the distance between the channeling planes,�0 = arctan(p?=pk) is the angle of incidence with respectto the crystallographic plane, pk = pz and p? = py arethe momentum components of an electron entering intoa crystal. When �0 = 0, the total population of all sub-barrier levels must be equal to 1.The formula for the relative di�erence �n is thenexpressed as: �n = 1� jFnnj2 Pn(��): (9)Thus, Eq. (9) contains two quantum corrections; theform factor Fnn and population Pn(��).Fig. 2 shows the calculated angular distribution ofPXRC di�racted at the Si(1�11) plane (section along the

Fig. 2. Calculated PXRC and PXR angular distributions(section along the plane �x = 0) from an electron beamwith energy 255 MeV ( ' 500) for Si(220) channeling(initial angle �o = 0). Di�raction plane: (1�11)plane �x = 0) from an electron beam with an energyof 255MeV ( ' 500) channeled in Si(220) at an initialincidence angle �0 = 0, and the same angular distribu-tion of PXR (random orientation). The wave functionsare calculated using the model presented in Ref. [5, 6]and the angular distributions of PXRC obtained usingformula (10).The PXRC angular distribution is calculated usingthe following formula:d3NPXRCd�xd�ydz = dNPXR Xn Pn(��)jFnnj2 : (10)

In (10), the form factor jFnnj2 is calculated with \true"wave functions obtained for \true" Si(220) periodicchanneling potential, as described in Refs. [5] and [6]. Tocharacterize the relative di�erence of PXR and PXRCwhile also taking into account all populated levels,Eq. (9) may be generalized, i.e. replace �n ) � == 1 � Pn Pn(��)jFnnj2. The value of � is shown inFig. 2 at the maxima of PXR and PXRC.Thus, for a perfect electron beam (without diver-gence) with energy 255MeV ( ' 500) and an angleof incidence �0 = 0, the maximal di�erence in the num-ber of emitted PXRC-photons during Si(220) channelingand PXR-photons (�0 ' �L) can reach � = 7:56%. Ac-cordingly, the case when �0 = 0 is the best to studyPXRC, because the above-barrier quantum channelingstates are not populated.Finally, we may conclude that, as expected, twoquantum corrections (bound quantum states of trans-verse motion and their initial populations) lead to a sig-ni�cant decrease in magnitude and a slight narrowingin the �x direction of PXRC angular distribution duringplanar channeling.3. The experimental observation of PXRC.Now, we present recent experimental results for PXRand PXRC obtained using a relativistic electron beam.Fig. 3 shows a schematic of the experimental setup.The electron beam energy was 255MeV. The beam
Fig. 3. Experimental setup at the SAGA-LS linac (topview)size was (horizontal) �x = 0:2mm and (vertical) �y == 0:7mm, and the beam divergence was (horizontal)�0x = 0:2mrad and (vertical) �0y = 0:3mrad at the tar-get position [10]. The beam divergence is smaller thanthe critical angle (�L = 0:41mrad if U� = 21:2137eV)for (220) planar channeling in Si. A 20�m thick Si crys-tal was mounted on a two-axis goniometer in a vacuumchamber. The surface of the crystal was perpendicu-lar to the h001i axis. The crystal was set so that the(220) plane lay horizontally. An imaging plate (IP)(200 � 200mm2) was used as a position-sensitive x-ray detector. IPs have many advantages, such as alarge detection area, high position resolution, and high�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012



484 K.B.Korotchenko, Yu. L.Pivovarov, Y.Takabayashilinearity in intensity, and they are widely used in the�eld of x-ray imaging. The pixel size of the IP was50�50�m2. The IP was placed at an observation angleof 2�B = 32:2�. The distance between the crystal andthe IP was 1m. Emitted x-rays were extracted to theair through a beryllium window. The (1�11) plane wasemployed as a di�raction plane. In this case, the Braggenergy (�B = 16:1�) was calculated to be 7.1 keV.Angular distributions of x-rays emitted from the Sicrystal were measured using the IP. The measurementswere performed for two cases: (220) planar channelingand the \random" case when the angle of incidence wasgreater than the Lindhard critical angle for channeling,�L. The electron beam current was � 7 nA and the mea-surement time was 600 s. A typical image obtained onthe imaging plate is shown in Fig. 4. The background

Fig. 4. Typical image obtained on the imaging plate:PXRC angular distribution in the vicinity of observationangle 2�Blevel was approximately 50% of the peak intensity. Adip was clearly observed in the center of the distribution,which is intrinsic to the PXR(C) distribution.Fig. 5 presents sections of the image in the horizon-tal (�x) and vertical (�y) directions, as indicated by thedotted lines in Fig. 4. When these one-dimensional datawere extracted from two-dimensional data, the intensi-ties were averaged over an area of 20� 20 pixels (1� 1mm2) on the IP. The slight di�erence in PXR (random)and PXRC during Si(220) planar channeling is clearlyevident in the vertical (�y) direction. This di�erence isabsent in the section of the horizontal (�x) direction.The theoretical (� = 7:56%, Fig. 2) and experimen-tal (� = 6%, Fig. 5) values of � that characterize therelative di�erence between the PXR and PXRC angulardistributions along the plane �x = 0 are in good agree-ment.According to Eq. (4), the form factor jFnnj2 � 0 forthe section along the plane �y = 0. That is, the PXR

Fig. 5. Experimental data for PXRC and PXR angular dis-tributions from an electron beam with energy 255MeVduring Si(220) channeling (upper curves { section alongthe plane �x = 0, lower curves { section along the plane�y = 0)and PXRC angular distributions in this section do notdi�er. The experimental data for the PXR and PXRCangular distributions along the plane �y = 0 are shownin Fig. 5 (lower curves). It is evident that the di�erencebetween the angular distributions of PXR and PXRC inthis case is equal to zero; therefore the theoretical andexperimental evidence are again in agreement.4. Conclusions. In summary, a detailed theoreticaland experimental investigation of PXRC was conductedfor the �rst time.The observed peculiarities in PXRC angular distrib-utions are connected with two quantum corrections (ef-fects); the appearance of quantum states of transversemotion electrons under channeling and the initial popu-lations of these states.Preparations for further experiments at the SAGA-LS linac are in progress and will include the followingstudies of PXRC: orientation dependence on the angleof incidence into a crystal, measurements at lower beamenergy (up to 20MeV), the use of thinner (up to 1�m)Si crystals to avoid dechanneling, and measurements atdi�erent �B .The authors are grateful to Prof. H.Nitta and Prof.M.I. Ryazanov for useful discussions.The experimental work was supported in part byGrant-in-Aid for Scienti�c Research (#21740217) fromJapan Society for the Promotion of Science.1. V.G. Baryshevsky and I. Ya. Dubovskaya, J. Phys. C:Solid State Phys. 16, 3663 (1983).�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012
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